
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of consultant /
senior professional. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for consultant / senior professional

To provide analytical and innovative input to projects/operational support
tasks support negotiations
To personally participate in and contribute to BT wide professional
community activities where applicable knowledge sharing, best practice
within BT and external industry
To lead evaluation, test & installation of system/application software and
hardware provided by suppliers with controls and standards Servers, Storage
area network solutions and/or components, backup solutions, Virtualization
Hypervisors, Management and monitoring systems
To provide lead problem diagnosis and resolution liaising with suppliers and
customer/developer groups where appropriate
To monitor performance and propose and implement performance enhancing
changes
To lead with the development of a ‘Centre of Excellence’ within the DBA
team to support the GS Delivery Unit in the migration of their legacy
databases into EC/MI environments Look for innovative ways to automate
the migration process and streamline the customer outage required to
facilitate database migration
Install and maintain DBMS software
Develop a mind-set that focuses on implementing Automation and Lean
processes to streamline DBA activity

Example of Consultant / Senior Professional Job
Description
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Design data storage structures for the data described logically in application
data models taking account of strategic direction, technical feasibility,
performance criteria and cost effectiveness

Qualifications for consultant / senior professional

A dynamic but structured approach to managing and delivering complex
projects
Strong knowedge of Capital Markets industry, including trading, position and
risk management
Demonstrated ability to lead complex engagements
Proven ability to read clients and situations, “read the room”
Proven ability to build credibility and craft creative solutions
Experience and understanding of typical software development lifecycles and
best practices


